INTRODUCTION
The Global Positioning System (GPS) is revolutionizing the way in which high-accuracY crustal deformation experi- network may look like crustal strain. These effects may not be observed in the scatter, or short-term precision, calculated from several days of data. Establishing how the choice of fiducial network affects the interstation vector estimates within the crustal deformation network is essential, so that these biases are not interpreted as geophysical signals. We first present an overview of fiducial networks, how they work, and how we expect them to be affected by different sources of error. Subsequently, we describe our procedure for quantifying the effect of different fiducial networks on interstation vector estimates. Finally, we present results from our analysis of data and discuss how biases in fiducial networks can be taken into account in the final error analysis.
FIDUCIAL NETWORKS
The optimal size of a fiducial network ideally depends on the size of the crustal deformation network. However, the requirement of common satellite visibility between the fiducial stations and the crustal deformation stations places a practical limitation on the size and shape of the fiducial network. Generally, fiducial networks should be an order of magnitude larger than the geodetic network. This is because errors in the satellite's orbit are proportional to the scale of the fiducial network. These satellite orbit errors map proportionally into the baseline errors in the geodetic network. For the purposes of measuring crustal deformation in California [paper 1], where networks ranged in scale from 50 to 450 km, fiducial networks which span continental distances (2000-3000 km) are required. At these length scales, VLBI and Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) provide the only sources of precise fiducial coordinates. Because the coordinates of the fiducial sites are fixed, the known measurement uncertainties in these coordinates are ignored. These uncertainties in fiducial coordinates, which are a combination of the uncertainty in the VLBI or SLR measurement history and errors in the local survey from the VLBI or SLR monument to the GPS monument, depend on which fiducial sites are chosen and the quality of the local surveys. Later in this paper we will address the issue of incorporating uncertainties of fiducial coordinates into the error budget.
Simple geometrical arguments can be used to describe the effect of fiducial networks on GPS baseline estimation. The effect of fiducial networks on system precision and accuracy was studied on continental-scale basehues in North America by Lichten et al. [1989] to analyze these data were described in paper 1. We also list in Table 2 VLBI comparisons also limit the scope of the study to a few baselines. Rather than accuracy, we will instead determine the local network stability given a particular fiducial 
Letting f be the distance between two stations in
The constants e and a are the eccentricity and length of the semimajor axis of the WGS84 reference ellipsoid, respectively.
In terms of evaluating the differences between fiducial networks, dilatation, rotation, and maximum tilt are useful parameters to compute from the horizontal and vertical strain components. The areal dilatation A is the sum of the strains We compute the weighted RMS about the mean for the interstation vectors in the central California crustal deformation network. These short-term precision estimates a are then summarized by a fit to a = A + B ß length, as discussed in paper 1. The network consisting of Mojave-OVRO-Palos Verdes-Vandenberg-Fort Ord is shown for two cases, where fiducial sites were estimated with standard deviations of 20 or 40 ram. In both cases, Mojave was fixed. The short-term precision for networks consisting of Westford, Richmond, and one of the three California VLBI sites, as listed in Table 3 Having established that fixing three collocated VLBI sites is adequate for precise orbit determination and creates a stable reference frame, another aspect of "fiducial data quahty" that needs to be considered is the geometry of the fiducial stations. Optimal fiducial networks were not always available during actual GPS field experiments conducted in California between 1986 and 1989 (see paper I for further details). Rather than discard measurements made with a poor fiduciM network, it is important to at least have a qualitative estimate of the bias induced by using a suboptimal geometric network. we used (we cannot change the satellite geometry), it would appear that the geometry of the Westford-Platteville-Fort Ord fiducial network has influenced precision. Another indication that this is a suboptimal network is the vertical precision, which is substantially worse than that for WestfordRichmond-Fort Ord, and baseline dependent, as shown in Figure 3c . The vertical scatter reproduces another result of Dong and Bock: that vertical precision is dependent on baseline length using a fiducial network with poor geometry.
Although precision seems to be impacted by the geometry A large subset of the GPS data collected in southern and central California in paper I suffered from a more severe problem than poor fiducial geometry: simultaneous failure of a large percentage of tracking sites in North America. These data were analyzed with a fiducial network defined by VLBI sites in California. Therefore it is necessary to address the validity of fiducial networks which are defined on the same spatial scale as the crustal deformation network. Although one generally thinks of fiducial networks as merely a means to achieve some measure of orbit improvement, it is important to recall that these fiducial networks are also necessary for comparing repeated relative measure- Given the satellite geometry over California, this result is not surprising. Vertical precision is markedly improved with a 20 mm standard deviation, as shown in Table 3 . When we fixed all California VLBI sites, we found that the solution for the crustal deformation network differed only slightly from that computed with fiducial stations constrained to 20-mm, although the "alLfixed" solution was slightly less precise.
Since a 20 mm standard deviation allowed us to compute meaningful formal errors for the interstation vectors in the crustal deformation network, we preferred this solution to the "all-fixed" solution, which we discuss later in this paper. As shown in Table 4 , the strain analysis indicates that the Mojave-OVRO-PaJos Vetdes-Vandenberg-Fort Ord fiducial network dilates, shears, and rotates the crustal deformation network. Figure 6 shows the Mojave-OVRO-Palos Vetdes- 
Effect of Fiduciai Biases on Crustal Deformation Rates
We axe interested in applying GPS to crustal deformation measurements, a.nd therefore, our underlying concern is that fiducial biases, such as we have described, will contaminate our determination of vector rates. The safest way 
How to Choose a Fiducial Network
Most GPS experiments are driven by cost considerations. Therefore it is most cost effective to use existing permanent, continuous networks, such as CIGNET. Although we have found that three fiducial sites are adeq.uate for precise measurements, our work has been focused on California, where the block I GPS constellation was favorably oriented during our experiments. Others have suggested that four fiducial sites may be appropriate in North America [King and Blewitt, 1990] . For experiments which span continental distances, a tracking network which spans 10,000 km may be appropriate. Large tracking networks may also be necessary when the GPS constellation geometry is poor. During the CASA UNO experiment in South America, the block I constellation was visible for many hours, but the satellites were at low elevation angles, thus degrading accuracy and preci- The bias that fiducial networks produce on crustal deformation networks can be mitigated somewhat by use of a consider covariance analysis. Although the adopted uncertainties for fiducial coordinates is somewhat arbitrary, this technique does allow the total error to reflec{ fiducial bias, in a way that reduces its affect on measurement of crustal deformation rates. Fiducial coordinates may be estimated, which would also increase the interstation vector standard deviations in the crustal deformation network, but this would also allow the reference frame to change, producing unwanted dilatation, rotation, and tilt.
The requirement for a fiducial network is most easily met if there is a preexisting, rehable, continuously operating network dedicated to precise orbit determination. If one's geodetic network includes baselines longer thafi 20 km, this strongly suggests that if shch a tracking network does not exist or is not rehable, it is in one's best interest to create a fiducial network for the duration of the experiment. By sacrificing mobile sites in the crustal deformation network, those receivers and field operators can be sent to VLBI sites, thereby providing the data needed for precise orbit determination and a stable reference frame.
